CryptoHoops gathers high-level individuals from the blockchain space - influencers, project managers, investors and other
key crypto stakeholders. Sponsoring CryptoHoops tournaments puts your brand in front of people who matter in the
industry for very little money.
For each tournament, we have put together 3 sponsorship packages. Our aim is to cover the costs of running the
tournaments and expand the CryptoHoops community worldwide.

THE

Have your company be the face of our

THE 3 POINT
SHOT

THE FREE
THROW

tournament. As the main sponsor for the
event, your name will be everywhere. All
attendees will know who you are and you
will have a chance to tell them more

Get significant exposure within the

about your value proposition throughout

CryptoHoops tournament and ensure you

the tournament.

get your message across to all attendees.

participants with mentions on all social

THIS PACKAGE INCLUDES:
Present the awards to the players

Gain wide exposure to all tournament

THIS PACKAGE INCLUDES:

Have the tournament named after you

Have the 3 Point Contest named after you

(e.g. CryptoHoops Prague by XYZ)

(e.g. “The 3 Point Contest - Hosted by XYZ”)

channels, aftermovie, jerseys and
merchandise.

THIS PACKAGE INCLUDES:

One of the courts named after you (i.e.

Have one of the courts named after you

Have the Snake Contest (Free Throws)

games throughout the tournament will

(i.e. games throughout the tournament

named after you (e.g. “The Snake -

be played on the “XYZ Court”)

will be played on the “XYZ Court”)

Hosted by XYZ”)

Featured at the beginning of the

Featured at the end of the aftermovie as

Featured at the end of the aftermovie

aftermovie as the main sponsor

one of the main sponsors

as one of the sponsors

Featured on jerseys and merchandise

Featured on jerseys and merchandise as

Featured on jerseys and merchandise

as the main sponsor

one of the main sponsors

as one of the sponsors

One sponsored Telegram post in the group

One sponsored Telegram post in the

One sponsored Telegram post in the

thanking you for being our main sponsor

group thanking you for being our sponsor

group thanking you for being our sponsor

Optional - include a relevant prize on

Optional - include a relevant prize on

Optional - include a relevant prize on

your behalf for the winners (e.g. if

your behalf for the winners (e.g. if Ledger

your behalf for the winners (e.g. if

Ledger were sponsoring they could

were sponsoring they could offer

Ledger were sponsoring they could

offer hardware wallets to the winners,

hardware wallets to the winners, an

offer hardware wallets to the winners,

an upcoming ICO could offer prize

upcoming ICO could offer prize money in

an upcoming ICO could offer prize

money in tokens OR you could airdrop a

tokens OR you could airdrop a small

money in tokens OR you could airdrop

small amount to all tournament

amount to all tournament participants);

a small amount to all tournament

participants)

Note - limited depending on the offering

participants);

of higher tier sponsors

Note - limited depending on the
offering of higher tier sponsors

